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ABSTRACT 

OFDM combined with the MIMO technique has become a core and attractive technology in future wireless communi-

cation systems and can be used to both improve capacity and quality of mobile wireless systems. Accurate and efficient 

channel estimation plays a key role in MIMO-OFDM communication systems, which is typically realized by using pilot 

or training sequences by virtue of low complexity and considerable performance. In this paper, we discuss some meth-

ods for channel estimation based training symbols in MIMO-OFDM systems. The results confirm the superiority of the 

represented methods over the existing ones in terms of bandwidth efficiency and estimation error. 
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1. Introduction 

Future mobile wireless communication systems will re-

quire high-bit-rate technologies. Orthogonal frequency 

division multiplexing (OFDM) is a novel technique that 

divides entire channel into many narrow parallel sub-

channels, so that it improves data rate and avoids inter-

symbol interference (ISI) caused by multi-path propaga-

tion. Multi-input multi output (MIMO) system uses mul-

tiple antennas at both sides to increase capacity of wire-

less channel without the need of extra bandwidth. The 

MIMO-OFDM system is an attractive candidate for high 

data rate wireless applications. Various channel estima-

tion methods including two major methods LS and 

MMSE [1,2], have been widely used for MIMO-OFDM 

channel estimation. Also, Different types like Pilot aided/ 

Training based estimation schemes are frequently used 

for different systems under different channel environ-

ments like Fast fading and Flat fading. 

In [3], the training sequence design for MIMO-OFDM 

systems under the minimum mean square error (MMSE) 

criterion is addressed. Authors present a necessary and 

sufficient condition for the optimal training sequence, 

and reformulate the training design problem as a convex 

optimization problem whose optimal solution is effi-

ciently solved. In addition, tight upper bounds for MMSE 

and resulting low complexity iterative algorithms with 

the closed-form expression in iterations to find the opti-

mum training sequence are derived. In [3], authors con-

sider the broadband MIMO channels together with the 

use of OFDM modulation. Although OFDM techniques 

can transform the broadband frequency-selective fading 

channels into a set of parallel flat fading sub-channels, 

the channel estimation of MIMO-OFDM systems is more 

challenging as compared to that of narrowband MIMO 

systems. One reason is that the number of channel pa-

rameters to be estimated are proportional to the channel 

delay spread and the number of antennas. Another reason 

is that each received signal depends on multiple channel 

parameters. Authors in [3] focus on the optimal design of 

time-division multiplexed (TDM) training sequences for 

channel estimation. Authors focus on the optimal design 

of training sequences for MIMO-OFDM systems with 

the general case of spatial correlations. To formulate the 

optimization problem of the training sequence design, 

they adopt the minimum mean square error (MMSE) 

criterion subject to the power constraint. 

In this paper, we study some novel methods for chan-

nel estimation based training symbols in MIMO-OFDM 

systems. 

Notation: Boldface letters will be used for matrices 

and column vectors. Superscript   ,  and 
*  T  H  

denote the conjugate, transpose and Hermitian, respec-

tively.   denotes the Euclidean norm of a vector. We 

will reserve  E  for the Kronecker product.   is used 

to represent the statistical expectation while  20,

 vec 
N N

 

denotes a circularly symmetric complex Gaussian ran-

dom variable. Operator  stacks the columns of a 

matrix into a column vector. Finally, the  identity 

matrix is represented by NI .  
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2. Superimposed Training Based Channel  
Estimation 

Superimposed training (ST) based channel estimation 

techniques have been proposed in [4,5]. In this section, a 

novel method consisting of a technique to refine the 

channel estimate at the transmitter in a ST based closed 

loop MIMO-OFDM system is proposed. This method is 

represented in [6] completely. The estimate is refined at 

the transmitter by making use of the previous data that 

was transmitted. This significantly reduces the data in-

terference in the channel estimate and hence improves 

performance. Two factors in general affect all transmitter 

side techniques that make use of the fed back channel 

coefficients. One is the quantization error affecting the 

channel estimate. The other is the channel variations that 

may render the fed back channel coefficients outdated for 

further use. The effect of these factors on the proposed 

refined channel estimation scheme is discussed. 

Consider a MIMO-OFDM system with t  transmit-

ting antennas and r  receiving antennas having  

subcarriers and an OFDM symbol duration 

N

N N

sT . Let 

ts k

k

c k

     t t tk k k x s c

       r rk k k k y X h w

   

  be a vector of data symbols associated with the 

th OFDM symbol of the th transmitting antenna. 

Superimposed training (ST) sequences are added to the 

data symbols for the purpose of channel estimation. Let 

the training sequence t  be algebraically added to 

IDFT output with a specific data to pilot power ratio, to 

get 

t



            (1) 

We make the following assumptions for the present 

formulation and study. 

1) The channel is wide sense stationary with uncorre-

lated scattering (WSSUS); 2) The data symbols are un-

correlated with each other and have zero mean; 3) The 

data is uncorrelated with the superimposed training se-

quence; 4) The noise is additive white Gaussian with 

mean zero; 5) We also assume perfect synchronization 

and a zero dc offset at the baseband receiver. 

The equivalent baseband vectors at the rth receive an-

tenna obtained after guard removal from the OFDM 

symbols may then be expressed as: 

r            (2) 

The estimate of the channel impulse response for each 

transmit-receive antenna pair at the rth received antenna 

can be determined by minimizing the least squares dif-

ference between the received signal and the sum of the 

outputs of the ST sequences passed through the channel 

estimators. 

The estimate is given by: 

     

where pT

ˆ
rqh

1, 2, , r q
1

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
t

t

T
T T T

rq q r q r qN r
N Q

        h h h h h w

qw

 denotes coherent time of the channel. 

In closed loop systems the channel state information is 

feedback to the transmitter. In this case, we consider the 

case wherein the channel coefficients are quantized and 

fed back to the transmitter. The quantized composite 

channel estimation vector  is now given by 

    (4) 

Here  represents the quantization noise or error 

and  ,qt r t  are the corresponding quantized 

versions of the channel estimates associated with all the 

transmit antennas and the rth receive antenna. We as-

sume that the quantized channel coefficients are reliably 

received at the transmitter through the feedback channel. 

 ˆ 1,T
t Nh

ˆ
Th

t

T

1, 2, TN ,r
1

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
t

T
T T

T T r T r
N Q

The composite channel vector of the refined channel 

estimation coefficients  is given by 

     h h h h



           (5) 

where the vectors Tˆ , , 1t NhTt,r t  are the refined chan-

nel estimates associated with the transmit antennas and 

the rth receive antenna. 

The channel estimation performance in ST based me- 

thods is severely affected by the data interference. Inter-

estingly closed loop ST based systems provide scope to 

improve the performance by canceling the data interfer-

ence at the transmitter by making use of the previous 

data that was transmitted. 

It can be revealed that the effective data interference 

on the channel estimate is a pre-multiplication by 

 
t tN Q N Q r I A

   
, where  

     
1

1 1

0 0

p pT TH H

r k k
k k k k

 

 
  A C C C S

ĥ

B

  1

r

 B I A

B ĥ

ˆ ˆ
T rqh Bh

. Hence,  

the way to remove this effective interference is by a 

pre-multiplication of r  by the inverse of this term. Let 

 be defined as the inverse of this term given by 

                 (6) 

The estimation accuracy may be improved by pre- 

multiplying the fed back channel estimate by the matrix 

. Therefore, it is proposed to pre-multiply rq  at the 

transmitter by B  to obtain Th , as a new method to 

reduce the effect of the data interference on the channel 

estimate at the transmitter of an ST based MIMO-OFDM 

system. The proposed refined channel estimate is given 

by 

                 (7) 

Figure 1 illustrates the impact of the quantization er-

ror on the MSEE performance. The objective of the de-

signer is to use the minimum number of bits to quantize 

the channel without significantly affecting performance. 

From Figure 1 we see that, the MSEE performance is  1
1

r0

pTH H

k
k k

 

 C y
1

0
ˆ pT

r k
k k


 h C C   (3) 
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Figure 1. Simulated MSEE as a function of SNR for the 

proposed channel estimation scheme employing 10 bit and 

13 bit channel quantizers [6]. 
 

nearly identical to the lower bound for SNRs below 30 

dB when a 13 bit quantizer is used. In comparison, the 10 

bit quantizer results in an inferior performance. However, 

when the 10 bit quantizer is used in scenarios with a 

channel mismatch arising from a Doppler bandwidth of 

30 Hz, the performance is nearly the same as seen from 

the figure. Hence a 10 bit quantizer is good enough in 

such scenarios (for more details about this section, see 

[6]). 

3. A Simplified Training Pattern 

In MIMO-OFDM systems, channel state information is 

required for space-time decoding. In [7], the low com-

plexity channel estimation based on STBC training se-

quences was proposed. However, if too much training 

blocks are used, the efficiency of system will be de-

creased. A simplified training pattern which can reduce 

the waste of resources was proposed in [8] and we de-

scribe it in this section. When the STBC training pattern 

applied in systems with four transmitting antennas, the 

training block is given by 

1 2

2 1

3 4

4 3

* *

1 2

* *

2 1

* *

3 4

* *

4 3

T T

T T

T T

T T

T T T

T T

T T

T T

 




T

3 4

1 2

1 2

2 1

* *

3 4

* *

4 3

* *

1 2

* *

2 1

T T

T T

T T

T T

T

T T

T T

T T

 
   
  
 
 
 
 
  
   
  

n 1 3t

T

2 t

1n

            (8) 

Hence, eight OFDM periods will be needed to transmit 

training sequences, and assume that the channel is quasi- 

fixed over eight OFDM periods. More resources are wa- 

sted for transmitting training sequences, and the assump-

tion is not reasonable. We can transmit training blocks 

according to the following pattern shown in Figure 2. At 

training time , transmitting antennas t  and  

transmit the first group of training sequence 1  and 3T , 

the transmitting antennas t  and 4  do not transmit 

any data. At the time  ,  and 4  transmit the 

first group of training sequence 2  and ,  and  

do not transmit any data. Then at time ,  and 3  

transmit the second group of training sequence 3

2t t

t 4t 1t 3t

2n  1t t
*

T  and 

1 , 2  and 4  do not transmit any data. At the last 

training time 

*
T t t

3n  , 2  and  transmit the second 

group of training sequence 4  and 2T , 1  and 3  

do not transmit any data. The received signal can be ex-

pressed as 

t 4t
*

T *
t t

  
 


 

1

13

22 2

r n nH

r n nH

    
          

T          (9) 

  
 


 

2

24

4

1 1

3 3

r n nH

r n nH

     
          

T

1 3 2 4

13 24* * * *

3 1 4 2

,
T T T T

T T T T

   
       

T T

        (10) 

where 

       (11) 

Figure 3 shows the MSE of channel estimator with the 

old pattern and the simplified training pattern proposed 

here under typical urban (TU) delay profile respectively. 

From the simulation results we can see that the MSE of 

estimator with simplified transmitting pattern of training 

blocks is almost equal to that of estimator with old pat-

tern under low SNR. With the rise of SNR, the perform-

ance of estimator with simplified pattern gets better than 

the old one. And note that the estimator with simplified 

pattern can save four OFOM periods for transmitting 

training blocks, and the complexity of estimator can also 

be reduced. The efficiency of the estimator with simpli-

fied pattern is higher than the old one (for more details 

about this section, see [8]). 

4. Optimal Pilot Sequences for Correlated  
Fading Channels 

In practical wireless communications, channel parame- 

 

 

Figure 2. Simplified transmitting pattern of training blocks 

[8]. 
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Figure 3. MSE of channel estimators under TU delay pro-

file [8]. 

 

ters can be estimated by sending training sequences to 

the receiver. In general, the accuracy of channel estima-

tion highly relies on the design of training sequences. 

Some pilot designs for MIMO-OFDM systems were ad-

dressed in [9,10]. 

In this section, the optimal pilot sequences are de-

signed by maximizing the mutual information (carried by 

pilot tones) between the channel and the received se-

quences during the training over multiple OFDM sym-

bols. The complete description of this design is repre-

sented in [11].   

After removing the CP and performing FFT, the re-

ceived signal in frequency at the kth subcarrier of the nth 

OFDM symbol can be modeled as 

       n nk kX V

  kY

 2~ 0, I

n nk kY H         (12) 

where  and n  are respectively transmitted 

and received signal vector, 
rn v N  is 

noise vector,  is the channel matrix of frequency 

response. The channel has L paths. We can write each of 

the taps as the sum of a fixed (possibly line-of-sight) 

component 

 nkX

 kV

 nkH

El l
   h h  and a variable (or scattered) 

component  as lh

 , 0,1, , 1l L 

 vec hh

h

TX RX R R

l ll  h h h          (13) 

Let , we would take the spatial correlation 

(include receive correlation and transmit correlation) and 

tap gain correlation into account, so the covariance ma-

trix of  can be expressed as 

hh LK K              (14) 

where TX  and R RX  are respectively the transmit 

correlation matrix and the receive correlation matrix, 

R

LK

LL

 is the tap gain covariance matrix, and can be written 

as 

K QR Q

 

               (15) 

  where 0 0 1 11 1L Ldiag P K P K 
     Q ,  

LR P is the tap gain correlation matrix, l  and lK  are 

the power and Rice factor of the lth tap, respectively. 

Assuming the MIMO channel obeys block fading, that 

is, the channel is constant during the consecutive multi-

ple symbols. e.g., over the time indices  

 0,1, , 1sn N  , the receive matrix at the  
 0,1, , 1k p N, ,n p n P   pilot tone of the nth OFDM 

symbol during the pilot symbols scheme can be de-

scribed as 

     , , , ,( )n p n p n p n pk k k k Y H X V

N
1

,0

sN

n P Pn
N N






       (16) 

where ,n P  is the total number of the pilot tones of the 

nth OFDM symbol, such that . So we 

can have 

   Y hFX V hZ V

F

           (17) 

where  is FFT matrix and  

  Z k Z k
0,1 1, 1s PN N 

  
Our goal for pilot sequences design here is to find  

in order to maximize the channel mutual information 

(CMI) with a fixed power  during the pilot symbols 

scheme. And the pilot sequences  is only determined 

by . So the optimization problem of pilot sequences 

can be expressed as 

Z 
X

P

X

Z

  

. 

*
2

2

2

arg max log det

s.t. .

r t r

opt

H

z N N L v N

P
LP

     





Z

I K ZZ I

Z

hh

r

 

(18) 

TX  and RX  are defined as the spatial correlation coef-

ficient at the transmitter and the spatial correlation coef-

ficient at the receiver, respectively. 

r

Lr  is defined as the 

tap gain correlation coefficient. From Figure 4 we can 

see that the stronger the Lr  is, the greater the CMI gap 

between the optimum pilot sequences and orthogonal 

pilot sequences is. It can be seen that the smaller correla-

tion is not helpful to increase the CMI gap (for more de-

tails about this section, see [11]). 

5. QR-RLS Channel Estimator 

Adaptive channel estimator was suggested for channel 

tracking [12]. In this section, a novel method for OFDM- 

MIMO channel estimation using QR-RLS (Square Root- 

Recursive Least Square) estimator is presented. Preamble 

aided channel estimation is performed in time-domain, 

estimated channel is then used for data detection during 

data transmission within that frame. This method is com-

pletely represented in [13].  

Each transmitter transmits Preamble as first OFDM  
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Figure 4. CMI versus  without transmit correlation and 

receive correlation [11]. 

L
r

 

symbol. Channel is estimated during this training period, 

where estimated channel is H . Consider the received 

signal at qth receive antenna represented in matrix form 

as 

       q qn nH V

 nU

, N L

q n n Y U        (19) 

where matrix  is prewindowed matrix of  

t t  having t  data symbols from each 

transmit antenna at time instant n. Estimated channel 

with least square (LS) criteria is calculated as follows: 

 N L  N L  

  1

q X

H R   ( )
qY Xn n n R

T T U X X

 nR

           (20) 

where X pre pre  is the autocorrelation ma- 

trix of the Preamble signal, and 
qY X  is the cross 

correlation matrix between received signal and the pre-

amble signal at time n. Above Equation (20) involves 

inverse of a matrix which is solved using woolbury iden-

tity in Standard-RLS based MIMO channel estimation. In 

different environment channel conditions like low noise, 

highly correlated channel etc, the Correlation matrix be-

comes singular. In such cases the Standard-RLS channel 

estimation method either build up roundup errors or be-

come susceptible to instability. To overcome these ef-

fects Square root based estimation is used as it involves 

QR factorization of the correlation matrix and inverse of 

a triangle matrix, thus escapes the rounding errors. 

R U

Here QR factorization using givens rotation is applied 

on Equation (20) which can be written as 

      T

q pre pren nH X X   
1

T

pre qn n


X Y

U

     · ·t t

    (21) 

Decomposition of matrix  is given by 

     · · · ·t t t tN L N L N L N U Q
L N L N LR

Q R

 

where  is orthogonal matrix and  is upper trian-

gle matrix. Substituting this into Equation (21) results in 

     1 T

q qn n n
H R Q Y

1n 

           (22) 

Updated/estimated vector at time  is 

     11q Xn n n
 H R Z            (23) 

  where   Tn n n Z R Q Y

2 2
qY X q . Figure 5 illustrares 

MMSE error for   MIMO system. Note that the 

channel is considered approx. constant for OFDM sym-

bol duration and First Symbol of each subframe is Pre-

amble symbol (for more details about this section, see 

[13]). 

6. 3D Pilot Design 

In this section the deployment specific correlations in 

time, frequency and space are exploited for the design of 

a bandwidth efficient three dimensional (3D) pilot grid. 

The associated channel estimation procedure is based on 

the principle of channel estimation by interpolation in 

three dimensions time, frequency and space. The com-

plete description of this subject and the proposed method 

can be found in [14]. 

To facilitate coherent detection, reference symbols (pi-

lots) known to the receiver are commonly used. For pilot 

aided channel estimation (PACE) pilots subsample the 

transmitted signal stream. If pilots are spaced sufficiently 

close to satisfy the sampling theorem, the channel re-

sponse of the entire data sequence can be reconstructed 

by means of interpolation. Applied to OFDM, PACE is 

extended by scattered placement of pilots in time and 

frequency, giving rise to two dimensional (2D) channel 

estimation by interpolation. Due to its favorable trade-off 

between achieved channel estimation accuracy and re-

quired pilot overhead, 2D-PACE has been selected for a 

 

 

Figure 5. MMSE error for 2 × 2 MIMO system [13]. 
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wide range of wireless communication standards. Con-

sidering MIMO-OFDM, the principle of channel estima-

tion by interpolation can be extended to the spatial do-

main, in case transmit antenna elements are spatially 

correlated, giving rise to three dimensional (3D) PACE. 

3D PACE is an effective means to substantially im-

prove bandwidth efficiency, as it overcomes the propor-

tional increase of pilot overhead with the number of 

transmit antennas. 

Unfortunately, 3D PACE strictly requires spatially 

correlated channels; when transmit antennas are mutually 

uncorrelated, interpolation in space is not possible. On a 

MIMO-OFDM downlink where the base station trans-

mitter is mounted above rooftop, measurement cam-

paigns suggest that the angles of departing rays are con-

tained within a narrow angular spread. So that the as-

sumption of spatially correlated transmit antennas is jus-

tified. In an indoor environment, however, spatial corre-

lation tends to be low, so that 3D PACE may only im-

prove the channel estimation accuracy, but cannot reduce 

the pilot overhead. 

Typically, a robust pilot design needs to be dimen-

sioned based on worst case channel conditions; in the 

context of 3D PACE this translates to worst case propa-

gation delays, Doppler frequencies and angular spreads. 

However, in deployment scenarios where propagation 

delays and Doppler frequencies tend to be high, angular 

spreads are likely to be low, as observed in outdoor 

macro-cells. For local area deployments, such as indoor 

office environments, the opposite is true; spatial correla-

tion is diminishing, while low mobility and small cell 

sizes result in substantially higher correlation in time and 

frequency. In this paper these reversal correlation proper-

ties, i.e. high spatial correlation occurs in conjunction 

with low time-frequency correlations and vice versa, are 

exploited by an appropriately dimensioned 3D pilot grid. 

If complemented by an adaptive, scenario dependent 3D 

channel estimation unit, a unified and bandwidth effi-

cient 3D pilot design is established that fits diverse de-

ployment scenarios. The basic structure of the proposed 

3D pilot design is shown in Figure 6; adjacent pilots 

alternate between odd and even transmit antennas. In 

case the channel is spatially correlated, pilots located on 

odd transmit antennas are able support channel estima-

tion on even antennas, and vice versa, which effectively 

allows for increased frequency selectivity and/or higher 

mobile velocities; or alternatively, for improved channel 

estimation accuracy. Otherwise, when spatial correlation 

diminishes, as typically encountered in local area sce-

narios, only pilots located at the same transmit antenna 

can be used for interpolation in the time-frequency plane. 

As in this case time and frequency correlations are high, 

reliable channel estimation is still feasible (for more  

 

Figure 6. Three dimensional (3D) pilot grid for MIMO- 

OFDM [14]. 

 

details about this section, see [14]). 

7. Conclusion 

In this paper, we have considered the training based 

channel estimation for MIMO-OFDM systems. It is seen 

that there is ample scope for performance improvement 

even in the presence of the channel mismatch error and 

the channel quantization error using superimposed train-

ing based channel estimation with quantized feedback. 

The simplified training pattern saves four OFDM periods 

to transmitting training blocks, and improves the effi-

ciency of the system. We have discussed the design of 

the optimum pilot sequences using maximizing the chan-

nel mutual information. Simulation results show that QR- 

RLS based channel estimation guarantees better estima-

tion compared to standard-RLS based estimation. A band- 

width efficient 3D pilot design has been represented that 

reduces the necessary pilot overhead. As compared to the 

previously known methods, presented methods have 

more efficient. 
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